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[PDF] Jenkins hints for large git repos

www.jenkins.io › files › jenkins-world › large-git-repos



Large git repos (2 GB+) often are a sign of git misuse (large binaries, etc.) ○ Yes, there are cases where a large git repo is not a sign�...
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Skip the scan of old git tags? - Ask a question - Jenkins community

community.jenkins.io › Using Jenkins › Ask a question



Aug 22, 2022 � Hello, I'm facing an issue trying to work with a large repo with many branches and tags. I know that the main problem probably is “clean the�...








Pipeline as Code with Jenkins

www.jenkins.io › solutions › pipeline



Demonstrations of Pipeline functionality you can run locally. continuous delivery � GitHub organization folders � build, test, and publish with Docker�...
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Google Summer Of Code 2016 - Jenkins

wiki.jenkins.io › display › JENKINS › Google+Summer+Of+Code+2016



Feb 22, 2017 � The project aims an implementation of a documentation continuous deployment flow powered by Jenkins and Pipeline Plugin. Requirements:.








Windows - Jenkins

www.jenkins.io › doc › book › installing › windows



The simplest way to install Jenkins on Windows is to use the Jenkins Windows installer. That program will install Jenkins as a service using a 64 bit JVM�...

Missing:  world/ large- git- repos.








[XML] sitemap.xml - Jenkins

www.jenkins.io › sitemap



... <url> <loc>https://www.jenkins.io/2.0/</loc> ... git/</loc> <lastmod>2010-04-12</lastmod> ... world-tour-2015-keynote-speaker-news-and-early-bird-tickets/</loc>�...








Gerrit Trigger - Jenkins

wiki.jenkins.io › JENKINS › Gerrit-Trigger



Triggering of Pipeline Jobs based on Gerrit Event notifications e.g. the Patchset Created event. Checkout of the change-set revision from the Gerrit Git�...
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Pipeline as Code - Jenkins

www.jenkins.io › doc › book › pipeline › pipeline-as-code



Pipeline as Code describes a set of features that allow Jenkins users to define pipelined job processes with code, stored and versioned in a source�...
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Credentials Plugin - Jenkins

wiki.jenkins.io › JENKINS › Credentials-Plugin



Sep 7, 2021 � The credentials plugin provides a standardized API for other plugins to store and retrieve different types of credentials. User visible features�...
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consoleText.txt

issues.jenkins.io › secure › attachment › consoleText



... jenkins/****** (daos-jenkins GitHub account) Checking out git https ... url https://github.com/daos-stack/daos.git ... repos [checkpatch] > git fetch --tags�...
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